THINK VISUALIZATION
SMART CITY OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

We provide efficient
Smart City Operations Management
for CISCO Smart Cities.
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SMART CITIES

WHAT IS A SMART CITY
A Smart City brings together Government, Industry,
Transportation, Utilities, Security, and Consumers Lives.
It unifies city operations, applications across
government sectors, infrastructure, and consumers
lifesyles in a far reaching network by making full
use of communication systems, information management,
applications, cloud computing, integrated data,
wireless data, video monitoring, data networks,
sensor data and IoT.

SMART CITIES DELIVER
Today Smart Cities deliver stable operations management, integrated operations across government departments
and boost consumer confidence amongst both the city departments and the citizens they serve.
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TURN ON THE LIGHT BULB
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N3N Smart Cities Solution

We use the power of patented real-time
visualization technology to help Smart Cities
locate and solve problems in their
IT Operations, Applications,
Infrastructure and Business
Systems via a Single-Pane-of-Glass.
At N3N we build software that
makes people’s lives better by
providing effective operations
management software which
monitors, detects and predicts
issues as easy as turning on a
light switch.
Everyday we monitor billions
of pieces of data for global brands
around the world including:
Cisco, Hyundai, LG, Samsung,
POSCO, KIA, Comcast and more...
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SMART CITIES

SMART CITIES + IoT
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SMART CITIES + INTERNET OF THINGS
The next generation of cities will need to deliver on
the changing environement of the world. As consumer
expectations change so will the needs of cities and
the systems that run their operations. With tomorrows
cities coming online today there is an increasing
importance placed on finding a balance between
lifestyles and economics to the global environment.

Utilizing IoT Throughout

a Smart Cities infrastructure leads to better
control of a cities overall operations and
intern delivers on the promise of improved
services to all citizens of the city.
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N3N DELIVERS
The World’s #1 IoT
Visualization Solution

